POLICY AND ADVOCACY PROJECT LOGIC MODEL GUIDE

1. RESOURCES AND NEEDS
   - Organizational Resources: What resources does your organization bring to the project that will help you implement the project activities? What additional resources do you need to do this work?
   - Policy Issue(s): What policy issue is the project intended to address?
   - Community Need(s): What need(s) within your target community/population will the project address by impacting the long-term outcome?

2. ACTIVITIES
   - What are the primary policy and advocacy activities you are proposing to implement for this project?

3. SHORT-TERM OUTCOMES
   - What immediate benchmarks or milestones will you achieve in this policy and advocacy project as a result of your proposed activities?

4. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES
   - At the completion of your grant, what changes in policy do you expect to have accomplished that will support the selected long-term outcome?

5. LONG-TERM OUTCOME
   - Insert the First 5 LA Policy Goal is this project designed to support.